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1. Introduction

In work going back over ten years (see Burzio 1991 et seq.), I have argued that surface forms of words, such as those in (1b), can be correctly calculated only by making reference to other surface forms, such as their respective counterparts in (1a), within a system of violable constraints that evaluates surface forms.

(1) a. phenómenon b. phenòmenólogy
    amérícan américan-ist

While the words in (1a) are perfectly regular for stress, the ones in (1b) should rather be *phènomenólogy (cf. àbracadâbra) and *amérícan-ist (cf. antágonist), respectively, leading to the conclusion that consistency with the words in (1a) is disturbing the normal effects of the phonology. The popularity of the notion of such surface-to-surface consistency or Output-to-Output faithfulness (henceforth
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OO-F) has received a considerable boost by the work of Benua (1997), who
developed it independently within Optimality Theory (OT, Prince and
Smolensky 1993) as an extension of important work by McCarthy and Prince
(1993, 1995) on reduplication, where surface-to-surface identity is also involved
(see also independent work by Kenstowicz (1996) and Steriade (2000)). The
introduction of OO-F into the theory has major reverberations for the general
conception of morphology not pursued by Benua, however. One reason is the
redundancy between $\mathcal{R}-1$ and $\mathcal{R}-2$ in (2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Representation</th>
<th>Surface Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ameri-can/</td>
<td>[américan]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓ $\mathcal{R}-1$ (WFR)</td>
<td>↓ $\mathcal{R}-2$ (OO-F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ameri-can-ist/</td>
<td>[américanist]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a system that combines OO-F with traditional morphology, the pattern of
similarity across pairs like América/améri-can-ist has two sources. One is the
word-formation rule (WFR) that yields partially overlapping underlying
representations (URs); the other is the OO-F system, which enforces surface-to-
surface similarity. Given the redundancy, conceptual parsimony suggests that
the relation that has proven necessary – $\mathcal{R}-2$ – should also be sufficient. What
this means is that morphology should be reworked as a set of surface-to-surface
relations – a proposition long advocated in seminal work by Bybee (1985, 1988,
1995). Another way to set the compass in the same general direction is to
consider how allomorphic variation and allophonic variation constitute similar
problems; witness the similar solutions within the serial theory, which had URs
feeding into context-sensitive rules in both cases. It would seem incongruous
then for OT to supplant the serial solution to allophonic variation, reducing it to
constraint ranking with no reference to URs (Smolensky 1993, Kirchner 1997,
Hayes 1999), while letting the serial solution to allomorphic variation stand with
WFRs still feeding the phonology via URs. That too should rather reduce to
constraint ranking, with no reference to URs.

There are additional reasons to replace WFRs with constraints, beside the
redundancy in (2) and the allomorphy/allophony parallelism just noted. WFRs
are rigid, inviolable devices, a property shown to be incorrect by the phenomenon
of morphological irregularity, as in compel/compULS-ive, problem/problemAT-ic,
etc. Traditional approaches require “readjustment” devices to fix the output of
the WFRs, but those are not an independent part of the system, and thus only
state the problem rather than solve it.¹ On the other hand, in the system to be

1. For a survey of morphological readjustment devices within generative work, see
Spencer (1991: index item “rule, readjustment”). The conceptual prototype of such devices
is Halle’s (1973) filter operating on the output of the WFRs. The text point is that the need
to filter the output of the WFRs is just the proof that WFRs are not the right approach.
developed here, morphological irregularity is attributable to the fact that OO-F (now taking over the job of the old WFRs) is dominated by Input-Output faithfulness (IO-F), as in (3).

(3) Input: /...U.S-ive/;  Base: /compell/  \[\]
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{a.} & \text{compell-ive} & \ast \\
\text{b.} & \#\text{compuls-ive} & \ast \\
\end{array}
\]

That is, in the proposed system, derived forms are no longer related to their bases by a common input or UR \((\mathcal{R}^{-1} \text{ of } (2))\), but rather only by OO-F. This makes it possible to utilize the notion of input to express the degree of autonomy of a derived word from its base, as in (3). To put it differently, within the parallel organization of OT, a morphologically complex word can be appropriately calculated from two inputs simultaneously: one is the surface form of its “base,” which is the output of another calculation, whence the term output-to-output faithfulness to refer to that relation; the other is information specific to the word being calculated, similar to the role of the input with morphologically undervided words, whence the term input-to-output faithfulness to refer to that other relation. We will see later that OO-F itself applies to multiple bases rather than to a unique base, thus further increasing the number of simultaneous inputs. As an account of morphological irregularity, IO-F enjoys independent motivation, since it is needed in any event to account for phonological markedness, and it is thus superior to readjustment rules. The present account of morphological irregularity is in fact just parallel to that of phonological markedness (also a form of irregularity) in standard OT, as both will result from IO-F dominating the relevant source of regularity – OO-F and phonological markedness constraints respectively (see Burzio 2000a for further discussion).

The idea to be pursued, then, is that there is a general associative component in the grammar which subsumes both the OO-F constraints that have been proposed in the literature and the former word-formation machinery in an overall architecture of the lexicon which is fully parallel, with no UR, and which is exhausted by the three sets of constraints in (4).

(4) a. IO-Faithfulness
b. Markedness
c. Associativity/OO-Faithfulness

The first two are, of course, just those of standard OT. We will see that Associativity/OO-F (4c) works in a multidimensional space that includes the semantics, and is thus positioned, at least in principle, to take over the account of semantic relations formerly provided by WFRs.

The paper will proceed as follows. In the next section I make two general observations on OO-F effects: (i) their strength/rank is modulated by the
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